Security Risk Management
The objective of Security Risk Management is to ensure that the
threats posed to a business are recognised. The impact that those
threats would make, if realised, is known. The policies, procedures
and protective measures to counter those threats are verifiable and
in place, and that those charged within a business for managing its
risk profile are fully aware of the security risk they are carrying.
In itself, Security Risk Management is a circular process, reflecting
the ongoing need to monitor developing threats, ensuring protective
measures remain effective, and changes in business strategy are
matched by a dynamic security profile.

A Methodical Approach
Security Risk Management is
about understanding the
security risks that a business
faces and to allow decisions to
be made in light of the facts
and not supposition

Security Risk Management is about adopting a methodical approach
which establishes the risk and works systematically through a
verifiable process. By doing this, confidence can be gained in the
end product being delivered.
Policies and Procedures
Through understanding the business and reviewing the threat,
RedLeaf Consultancy develops security policies and from that writes
procedures which sets out to staff their responsibilities and actions.

By adopting a framework, the
components that allows the
establishment of an effective
Security Risk Management
regime can be put in place to
analyse threats, generate
solutions and monitor
outcomes

Information used to project the
security risk must be accurate,
making assumptions or not
checking that it is, can lead to
an inaccurate forecast with the
potential for none or the wrong
actions being taken

Security Surveys
Understanding the threat and how it exploits any vulnerabilities in the
protection of personnel, critical infrastructure or high value assets
can only be arrived at by undertaking comprehensive Security
Surveys. We undertake surveys for clients that allows them to see
the risks that are posed to them.
Integrated Security System Design
Beyond software packages that allows separate electronic security
devices to operate off a common platform, Integrated Security
System Design is concerned with an holistic approach. This brings
in all the protective measures from hard physical security devices to
the softer procedural controls, to ensure they work together and
create synergy.
Security Audits
Security Audits can be a binary process, in that procedures are
either being followed or they are not, but they are essential in
overcoming what might be assumptions in how procedures are being
applied, equipment being utilised or how in fact information used in
the risk management process is verified. Being able to stand over
information and processes provides a high degree of confidence in
the product being delivered.
Security Risk Report
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At predefined and fixed periods Security Risk Reports are needed
that set out the level of security risk being carried. Pulling together
the information from threat assessments, security surveys and
audits, RedLeaf Consultancy can help businesses set up that
reporting cycle, the composition of reports and ensure that ongoing
monitoring needs are identified.

